
Cisco Prime and Cynerio – 
Continuous Asset Discovery 
and Healthcare IoT Visibility 

Healthcare facilities need to manage a consistently expanding fleet of tens of 
thousands of connected devices. Manually taking their inventory and profiling 
them isn’t possible at such scale, especially when traditional IT solutions can’t 
recognize or protect most medical or IoT devices. 

Cynerio provides continuous end-to-end asset discovery with full visibility 
into every connected device (including IoMT, IoT and OT systems) across the 
clinical ecosystem, even those hidden behind firewalls, terminal servers, and 
connectivity engines. Cynerio automatically maps communication patterns and 
profiles each device’s characteristics to enable effective and proactive asset 
management for diverse healthcare ecosystems of all sizes and structures. 

One of the major difficulties in maintaining an accurate asset inventory for a 
healthcare facility is the fact that many of the portable devices are constantly 
moved from place to place and connected to different access points throughout 
the facility. Integrating Cynerio with your network’s wireless LAN controller 
enables Cynerio to deliver enhanced visibility into access point connectivity, 
making it easier to physically locate each device on your network.

Locate Devices at Your Hospital When You Need Them

Solution Brief

Secure. Faster.

The Cisco Prime portfolio of IT and service provider 
management offerings empowers IT organizations 
to more effectively manage their networks and the 
services they deliver. Built on a service-centered 
foundation, Cisco Prime supports integrated lifecycle 
management through an intuitive workflow-oriented 
user experience - providing A-to-Z management for 
EPNs, mobility, video, cloud, and managed services.

About CISCO 
Prime

Solution Components
 Cynerio Healthcare IoT 

Security platform

 Cisco Prime network 

management software suite

 Locate all your healthcare 

IoT devices wherever and 

whenever you need them

 Quickly identify, pinpoint, 

and patch risky devices 

before they can be attacked 

or affect patient care

 Ensure frequent and efficient 

use of the medical devices 

your facility has invested in

 Integrate detailed access 

point and LAN data into the 

Cynerio’s asset management 

and device risk intelligence

 Seamless integration can be  

enabled from within the 

Cynerio portal in minutes

Integration Benefits

Cynerio is the one-stop-shop Healthcare IoT security platform. With solutions that cater to healthcare’s every IoT need– 
from Enterprise IoT to OT and IoMT – we promote cross- organizational alignment and provide hospitals the control, 
foresight, and adaptability they require to stay cyber-secure in a constantly evolving threatscape. We empower healthcare 
organizations to stay compliant and proactively manage every connection on their own terms with real-time IoT attack 
detection & response and rapid risk reduction tools, so that they can focus on a hospital's top priority: delivering quality 
patient care. For more information visit www.cynerio.com, or follow Cynerio on Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin.

About Cynerio

http://www.cynerio.com
https://www.facebook.com/Cynerio/
https://twitter.com/cynerio?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cynerio/

